Marcy’s Bag of Books – 2008

No Apparent Danger: The True Story of a Volcanic Disaster at Galeras and Nevada Del Ruiz
by Victoria Bruce [551.21 Bru]
The Speckled Monster: A Historical Tale of Battling Small Pox
by Jennifer Lee Carrell [614.521 Car]
Nickel and Dimed: On (Not) Getting By in America
by Barbara Ehrenreich [305.569 Ehr]
Take Big Bites: Adventures Around the World and Across the Table
by Linda Ellerbee [641.013 Ell]
Another Day in the Frontal Lobe: A Brain Surgeon Exposes Life on the Inside
by Katrina Firlik [617.481 Fir]
The Blood of Strangers: Stories From Emergency Medicine
by Frank Huyler [616.025 Huy]
by Steven Johnson [616.932 Joh]
Rethinking Thin: The New Science of Weight Loss—and the Myths and Realities of Dieting
by Gina Kolata [613.25 Kol]
Yellow Jack: How Yellow Fever Ravaged America and How Reed Discovered Its Deadly Secrets
by John Pierce [616.918 Pie]
Opening Skinner's Box: Great Psychological Experiments of the Twentieth Century
by Lauren Slater [150.7 Sla]
More Sand in My Bra: Funny Women Write From the Road, Again
by Julia Weiler
Crack in the Edge of the World: America and the Great California Earthquake of 1906
by Simon Winchester [979.46 Win]
What We Eat : The True Story of Why We Put Sugar in Our Coffee and Ketchup on Our Fries
by Burton Wolf [641.3 qWol]

Some other Non-fiction titles I’ve enjoyed:

Bones Would Rain From the Sky: Deepening Our Relationship With Dogs
by Suzanne Clothier [636.708 Clo]
The Gift of Fear and Other Survival Signals That Protect Us From Violence
by Gavin DeBecker [362.88 Deb]
Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking
by Malcolm Gladwell [153.44 Gla]
Flu: The Story of the Great Influenza Pandemic of 1918 and the Search for the Virus That Caused It
by Gina Kolata [614.518 Kol]
Eminent Dogs, Dangerous Men
by Donald McCaig
The Other End of the Leash : Why We Do What We Do
by Patricia McConnell [636.708McC]
The Johnstown Flood
by David McCullough [974.877 M13j]
Nine Lives: From Stripper to School Teacher: My Year Long Odyssey in the Workplace
by Lynn Snowden
So That Others May Live : Caroline Hebard & Her Search and Rescue Dogs
by Hank Whittemore
The Professor and the Madman: A Tale of Murder, Insanity, and the Making of the Oxford English Dictionary
by Simon Winchester [423 Win]